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PART I. General Rules 
This labeling guide belongs to the DocLayNet document layout analysis dataset. 

1 Introduction 
The purpose of this document is to provide guidance for ground-truth annotation of 
documents with labelled clusters. 

Cluster labelling means grouping all elements on the page into reasonable paragraphs, 
headings, tables, pictures, etc.  Below you see an example with the original page on the left, 
a labeled version in the middle, and the labels on the right. 

  
The labels visible in the example above have the following meaning: 

 Text:  Regular paragraphs. 

 Picture:  A graphic or photograph. 

 Caption:  Special text outside a picture or table that introduces this picture or 
table. 

Section-header:  Any kind of heading in the text, except overall document title. 

 Footnote:  Typically small text at the bottom of a page, with a number or symbol 
that is referred to in the text above. 

 Formula:  Mathematical equation on its own line. 

 
Further labels not shown in the example above: 

 Table:  Material arranged in a grid alignment with rows and columns, often 
with separator lines. 
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 List-item:  One element of a list, in a hanging shape, i.e., from the second line 
onwards the paragraph is indented more than the first line. 

 Page-header:  Repeating elements like page number at the top, outside of the 
normal text flow. 

 Page-footer:  Repeating elements like page number at the bottom, outside of the 
normal text flow. 

 Title:1  Overall title of a document, (almost) exclusively on the first page and 
typically appearing in large font. 

 None:  Initial state of each cell/element. Only keep this if the element is not a 
text or picture or anything else of value. For instance, a smear or an 
invisible/empty cell should remain “None”. 

Clusters should be non-overlapping rectangles enclosing all elements. 

Another example page with several Tables and Captions: 

 
The third example shows a list, some Section-headers, and a tiny Page-header containing 
the page number “16”: 

 

 
1 Because title pages are generally more difficult, we separate them in the annotation phase so that annotators 
know whether they are annotating a set of title pages or other pages. 
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2 Basics of Cluster Labelling 
Cluster labelling is performed on the IBM Corpus Conversion Service (CCS), which is part of 
the Deep Search platform. Annotation is performed page by page, without seeing neighbor 
pages, and is largely based on each element’s geometrical apperance. One typically does not 
need to read the text content. Exceptions are mentioned below. 

The primary criterion for deciding the cluster label is: “How does it look?” (not: “What is the 
meaning?”) 

2.1 Common Practices 
When you start to label a page in the annotation tool, it looks like this:  

 

 
The PDF page is shown on the left. Cell representations to label are in the middle (showing 
only black cells), and the available labels are in the rightmost palette. 

Depending on the type of annotation you make, you can switch the annotator to “single-
page view”, such that the PDF page and the cells are displayed overlapping. The switch is in 
the top row: 
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The result looks like this: 

 
To annotate a paragraph, picture, etc., proceed as follows: 

• First, click on the label you want to use, e.g., “Picture” for the picture in the middle. 

• For “Picture” or “Table” labels, you now draw the rectangle accurately around the 
part of the page where this picture or table is. This should include the black cells and 
all other visual elements (like gridlines, arrows, symbols, legend, etc.) with as little 
whitespace around as possible. 

• For all other labels, you only need to touch all the cells that should be in your cluster 
with your selection rectangle (sometimes a line or a click is enough) and the cluster 
will grow to completely include the touched cells. In other words, the cluster snaps 
to the cells. 

The above page should contain the following clusters: 

• 1 Picture, 

• 1 Table, 

• 2 Captions, 

• 1 Page-footer, 

• 5 “Text” paragraphs. 

Here is the final state: 
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2.2 Report Error or Confusing Page 
Note: It is highly advised to NOT submit a wrong or confusing page than trying your best 
effort on it, because even your best effort is likely to give confusing input to the future AI 
model training. 

If you encounter a page that…. 

• contains parsing errors (i.e., the black cells don’t correspond to the text elements), 

• contains some elements that are hard to annotate properly, 

• contains elements that you can’t decide how to annotate correctly, 

…then you should report the page to have problems, using the button on the lower right: 

 
A modal form opens for more details: 
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The choices you may use for this annotation campaign: 

• “Incorrect text cell”: Either there is no black box where there is some visible text, or 
a black box where there is no visible text. 

• “Incorrect bounding box”: Some text/element and the corresponding black box are 
not well aligned. 

• “I am unsure how to label this page”: It is not clear how to correctly annotate the 
elements on this page, or you feel undecided between multiple labelling 
alternatives.  

It is appreciated if you use the Description box to provide details about where the error or 
the confusion is. 

2.3 Every Element on a Submitted Page needs to be Labelled 
Unless the page is subject to a problem report, it is important to make sure that all elements 
on a page are labelled correctly and completely. This can include the “None” label, but only 
if the elements with “None” really are no proper text, picture, or table. 

Section 3 provides details for each label, in the order as the labels were introduced above. 
For each label, we start with clear, common cases, and then describe how certain borderline 
cases should be labeled. 
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3 More Details for Each Label – for All Document 
Categories 

3.1 Text 
“Text” is the most common label. It is used for normal text paragraphs, and for any other 
text that fits none of the more special categories. For instance, author names, sidebars, and 
centered citations are also “Text”. 

3.1.1 Normal Paragraphs 
Each paragraph becomes a cluster. A paragraph often has a little white space above and 
below. Or, as in the first example in Section 1, it starts with an indented line and ends 
without reaching the right margin. A few documents have neither white space nor indents, 
and one has to guess from the line lengths, and that paragraphs tend to start with capital 
letters.  

Some documents are “double-spaced”, i.e., with large distances between lines. Still, text 
belonging together and characterized with indents, even more space etc. is one paragraph, 
like here: 

 

3.1.2 Sidebars 
Sidebars are often used for small additional explanations, reminders etc. All normal sidebars 
are Text.  

In the first example, the sidebar is in a larger font, but it is not a heading for the text, rather 
an accompanying citation, so “Text” is the correct label. 

 
Another common example of sidebars is in US laws, e.g., here:  
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3.1.3 Authors, Affiliations, and Abstracts 
The next example shows that authors, affiliations (author’s employer and/or address), and 
abstracts are treated as Text:2 

 
Here you also see (as in several other examples) that paragraphs that continue at the top of 
a page or column become a cluster of their own, as we only use simple rectangular clusters. 

3.1.4 Quotes 
The following example shows quotes: 

 

3.1.5 Mathematical Theorems etc. 
The previous example also contains a mathematical theorem. As the introductory word 
“Theorem” is in the same line with the normal text, this is also a “Text” cluster. The same 
holds for “Lemma”, “Definition”, “Proof” etc. Here is another, more visible theorem: 

 
2 Page 2f4cf34dd3344fbab47f75fb0a08b4f8cce64a6044c4d0fcedd08b16eac7c283 
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3.1.6 Emphasized Paragraph Start: Text 
If the start of a paragraph is emphasized, e.g., bold or in italics, it still belongs into the “Text” 
cluster. It does not become a Section-header, because a Section-header must be on a 
separate line. 

 

3.1.7 Multiple Short Lines without List Identifiers that Clearly Belong 
Together 

If there are multiple short lines directly following one another and belonging together, as in 
an address or a verse of a poem, they are considered one Text cluster, as in the following 
example: 

 
“Text” clusters are also a good choice for the following example:  

 

3.1.8 Text around a Centered Formula or Citation 
If text contains a centered formula, the texts before and after the formula become two 
different Text clusters, even if a sentence continues after the formula, as in the following 
example: 
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3.1.9 Code 
Some types of documents contain computer code or mathematical algorithms. We treat 
those as Text, as in the following example. Similar to Section 3.1.7, we keep multiple code 
lines together even if they are short, unless a significant gap occurs. 

 

3.2 Picture 
A “Picture” is a graphic, plot, photograph, or logo. It may also contain text, but the text 
would not mean much without its graphical surroundings. For instance, the following is one 
picture, because the bars and lines are key information, and the text only explains them. 

  
For graphics, draw the smallest boundary that comprises all elements (graphical and textual) 
that belong to the graphics. Rather include a few pixels too many than too few.  
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3.2.1 Use Single-Page View 
To allow for accurate picture annotation, please switch to “single page view”. 

 
Otherwise it can easily happen that one does not capture the picture precisely: 

 

3.2.2 Legends 
Legends of a diagram belong to the Picture, i.e., texts explaining the axes, colors, 
measurement units etc. The picture would not make sense without its legends, nor the 
legends without the picture.  

 

3.2.3 One Picture per Caption, if Captions Exist 
Below is a “Picture” cluster, together with its caption. The fact that there is only one caption 
(starting “FIG. 6.”) determines that there is only one picture, even if it has several sub-
pictures. 
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3.2.4 Multiple Small Pictures 
Sometimes several small pictures are close together. Even the figure just above can be seen 
as such a case, with 4 sub-pictures.  

• If there is a single caption for them, they should become one cluster, as above.  

• If each has its own caption, then each should be a separate picture.  

• If there is nothing like captions around, it is a judgement call if they best belong together 
or not, e.g., by whether they touch, or whether they form a reasonable union rectangle. 
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Here is a whole-page example of how sub-pictures are grouped together along the 
single Caption: 
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The next example has two Captions, and thus two Pictures: 

 

3.2.5 Forms 
Some government forms, questionnaires, and signature pages contain irregular small text 
elements, mixed with checkboxes, small fields to fill, small pictures or hand-written 
signatures. We treat these as Pictures, unless there is a clear columns-and-rows structure as 
needed for a Table. 

In the following example, we decided to make the upper part a “Picture” because of its 
empty lines and checkboxes. We then decided to take the frame as the picture boundary. 
However, with the lower frame on the page, we used “Text” and “Section-header” because 
there is no graphic in that frame. Such forms pages usually leave room for individual 
judgement. 
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If a page mixes text and pictures that are worth looking at individually, then label them 
individually as Text, Picture, etc., as in the following example: 

 
 

3.3 Caption 
A Caption is text introducing a picture or table, outside the normal text flow, but not part of 
the picture or table itself. 

3.3.1 Normal Captions 
In scientific texts a caption is usually introduced by a label like “Figure 1” or “Fig. 4” or 
“Table 5”. In other material, it might be “Upper left: xxx” or a short text clearly referring to 
the picture, e.g., a separate line saying “CEO XYZ talking to children.” 
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• A caption is usually only one paragraph long.  

• Examples were already shown together with the Pictures in the previous section. 

Often, a Caption uses a slightly different font than normal text. Commonly, normal 
paragraphs flow around it. For instance, after a picture with caption at the top of a page, a 
normal paragraph from the previous page may be continued. 

3.4 Section-header 
The label “Section-header” is used for all types of headings and section titles, except for the 
overall title of a document.  

3.4.1 Normal Headers 
Section-headers are typically larger than normal text. In some cases, they are instead in a 
bold font, or written with capital letters. There should always be some visible emphasis. 

Section-headers are commonly shorter than 1 line, but sometimes 2- or even 3-line headers 
exist. They are usually incomplete sentences. 

In scientific or legal texts, Section-headers also tend to start with an identifier, like “1.3” or 
“A.”, but this is not always the case. 

Sometimes there are several headers directly following after each other, in particular if they 
are two different hierarchy levels as in the following example. You should make each of 
them a separate “Section-header” cluster. 

 
Usually it is quite clear where a Section-header cluster ends, also if a header spans over 
several lines like here:3 

 
There is the start of Section 3, with a header over 2 lines, and inside that is the start of 
Section 3.1. 

 
3 Page dca73946b2263c098f10b6b3ecde6aa05673b27126e0bd066c100d4d126dfeac 
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3.4.2 Emphasized Text at Start of a Line: Normal Text 
If there is bold or capitalized text (or even in larger font), but normal text starts in the same 
line and continues as a paragraph, do not consider it as a header. The bold part becomes 
part of the “Text” cluster. In the following picture, this is the case for the bold “Fully 
convolutional networks”: 

 
Here is a second example with both a Section-header and a bold non-header: 

 

3.5 Footnote 

3.5.1 Normal Footnotes 
A footnote is almost always written in smaller text, at the bottom of a page, and below a 
horizontal line. It also usually has a superscript identifier by which it is referenced 
somewhere on the same page. It does not repeat on every page. Here are two examples: 

 
 

 

3.5.2 Several Footnotes on One Page: Several Clusters 
There can be several footnotes on one page, usually below only one horizontal line, but 
each with its own identifier. Then each one is a separate “Footnote” cluster. Here is an 
example with 3 footnotes: 
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Please keep in mind that a “Page-footer” is not a footnote; see more details on that below. 

3.6 Formula 
A formula is typically a sequence of mathematical symbols, centered on a line of its own.  

3.6.1 Normal Formulas 
The first example is a text with two formulas: 

 
 

Sometimes there is a formula number on the right; this belongs to the same formula cluster, 
like below: 

 
 

Note that mathematical symbols in-line with normal text are not Formula clusters, e.g., the 
equation “… = 414” above. 

3.6.2 Several Successive Formula Lines 
Sometimes there are several successive formula lines in a block. Here, one has to decide 
whether it is one long formula, or several individual formulas. The following example is only 
one formula and thus one cluster:  
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One can recognize this by the single formula number (9) and by the layout, with the + 
symbols at the beginning of the second and third line aligned with the “=” in the first line. 

An opposite example, with two separate formulas, is shown next: 

 
There is no symbol like “=” or “+” linking the lines, and they have different formula 
numbers. 

3.7 Table 
A table is text arranged in a grid with columns and rows, where this arrangement is 
important for understanding. Often there are gridlines separating the columns or rows or 
both, but there exist many tables without lines. 

3.7.1 Normal Tables 
The first example shows a table with gridlines in both directions. 

 
The table caption (here starting “Table 1”) must not be part of the table cluster. 

As with Pictures, the Table cluster should be drawn tightly around the table, but include the 
complete gridlines and text. This is best done in the single-page view, as shown here: 
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The following tables have only horizontal gridlines, but one can clearly see the structure of 
rows and columns from the arrangement.  

 
 

Two of the examples above show that column headers sometimes stretch over several 
columns; this can also happen with row headers. Labeling such an arrangement as a Table is 
correct. 

In the following table, the gridlines determine that this is a Table (with 2 rows and 2 
columns), again a single cluster: 
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Some page parts may or may not have a table-like appearance. The key decision for or 
against using “Table” clusters should be: Do the text elements reasonably align into a grid 
structure or not? This means separable columns and rows.  

Note that names or sums at the top or bottom of individual columns are part of the table, 
even if they look a little different: 

 

3.8 Title  
The label “Title” is used for the overall title of a document only, as seen on the front page. 
Because front pages are quite difficult to annotate at times, they are treated separately for 
the different document categories in Part II of this document. 

3.8.1 Title Repeated on Later Pages: “Text” 
If the title is repeated on a later page, then “Title” is not used again; typically just “Text”.  

However, if individual pages are given for annotation without further information, and a 
page looks like a title page, then annotate it as such.4 For this, you can check that no 
paragraph continues from another page, it does not start with header or list numbers 
greater than 1 or “a)”, and other plausibility checks. 

3.9 List-item 

3.9.1 Key Rule: Hanging Shape 
After some initial confusion about what to consider as List-item and what as Text, we 
aligned on only 1 key rule: List items should be “hanging”, i.e., this shape: 

 
4 In the DocLayNet annotation campaign, title pages are presented separately. 
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I.e., the first line of each List-item hangs out to the left compared with the following lines, if 
any.  

Each List-item is one cluster, including a potential list identifier (bullet, number etc.). 

If there is a list-like structure, and some items have only 1 line, but the longer items in the 
same list are hanging, then make them all “List-item”, e.g., as here: 

 
By “1., 2., 3.” it is clear that these items belong together, and two of them are hanging, so 
we also declare item “2.” a List-item. 

There are only 2 exceptions: 

• Lists with only 1-line items (so that one cannot see if hanging or not) and clearly 
separated bullets, numbers, or such a scheme, must be still labelled as List-items. 
E.g., this is also a list with three List-items: 

 
• Multi-line Section-header. A numbered section header can also have a hanging 

shape, like below, but is not a list: 

 
Any other shapes should not be lists, even if there are numbers or bullets.  

Each list item (paragraph) should be a separate cluster, e.g., like this: 

 
We provide more examples further below, but they all fit this rule. 
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3.10 Page-header 
A page header is text at the top of a page that does not belong to the main text flow. 
Typically it repeats with small variation on all the pages of a document. Examples are page 
number, date, repetitions of document title or section header, or a confidentiality note. 

3.10.1 Normal Page-headers 
Often a Page-header is in a smaller font like here: 

 
 

Or it is separated from the text by a horizontal line as in the next example: 

 
 

In both examples, you saw that clearly separated parts of a page header should become 
separate clusters. 

3.10.2 Only Page Number: Page-header 
Please also annotate a Page header if it is only a page number as in the next screenshot. The 
fact that the “2” is labeled can only be seen by the cross, because of the small size. 

  

3.10.3 Sideways Page-header 
If Page-header-like text is sideways, then count it as Page-header, e.g., here: 
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3.11 Page-footer 
A Page-footer is like a Page-header, only at the bottom of the page. Some documents use 
only one of page header and page footer, some both. E.g., the following footer with page 
number and document title is from the same page as one of the headers above: 

 
Again, parts with wide gaps become separate clusters. The following example is rather 
exotic because there are page-footers at different depths. While “For internal use only” is 
geometrically closer to the main text, it is not part of that text flow and repeats on every 
page, so it is also a Page-footer. 

 

3.12 None 
“None” will be interpreted in the machine-learning algorithms just like space where there 
really is no content. Initially, all elements are marked as “None”, so you typically only 
change them from “None” to other labels. However, there is an explicit label that you can 
use if you accidentally labeled something with another label and want to turn it back to 
“None”. 
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Recall that “None” should be used sparingly, only when there really is nothing visible or 
relevant. E.g., sometimes there are black boxes where you don’t see any text. Those should 
remain “None”. Also smears on a scanned page might be detected by the PDF parser, but 
form neither Text nor Tables nor Pictures. 

In contrast, logos, page headers, page footers, well-visible pictures etc. should all be 
properly labeled. 

An example exists on most US law pages: There is nothing to see on the left, but spurious 
boxes on the right around the page margin. Those remain “None”. 

 
An extreme example is this scanned Philippine law title page. If we could annotate this at 
all5, we would keep the punch holes and the boxes that come from the page border as 
“None”.  

 

 
5 This example is actually not acceptable to annotate, since the word “Congress” is missing, and a few other 
boxes are misaligned. 
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4 Examples of Pages with Errors 

4.1 Too many Text Boxes: Submit with “None” 
In the following example, the black box on the upper right is an “Incorrect text cell” because 
it corresponds to no visible text on the real page on the left. The label “None” is therefore 
correct. In such a case you can both submit the labeled page (because you can label it 
correctly) and report the error. 

 
 

More examples were shown in Section 3.12 on “None”. 

4.2 Missing Text Boxes: Do Not Submit 
In the following example, you only report an error, but do not label the page, because 
“Project Alliance Agreement” is text and looks like the main title of a document, but there is 
no black box that you could annotate as “Title”: 

 
 

Another example of a title page follows that you should NOT submit, because the company 
name “Beijing…, Ltd.” and “Annual Report” are important. While they are missing as text 
cells, you cannot annotate correctly. 
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In the next example, the real page contains a list with bullets, but the bullets are missing on 
the right. As the “List-item” cluster will only snap to the existing boxes, you cannot put “List-
item” clusters where they should be on the left side. Hence you only report an error and do 
not label this page: 

 
 

Making such decisions, it is important to understand that the primary AI model we are 
planning to train with these annotations is vision-based. It will see exactly what is on the left 
side, and know nothing about the black boxes on the right. Hence even if you do your best 
with the provided boxes in the last two examples, you cannot provide what the AI model 
should learn. 

4.3 Broken-up Text Boxes: Do Not Submit 
The following is the way an old, scanned law was parsed:6 

 
6 Page 4d095b1f30aad2bbf8fef8b791884e41789fa8b0521248a6d3d8ec10bfbc1a2c 
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Interestingly, although the text boxes don’t correspond to the letters or words of the text, it 
was possible to annotate this almost correctly with Text clusters. But there is a risk that 
some of the strange boxes reach out into the next paragraph or otherwise make the clusters 
imprecise. So it is not worth trying such annotations. 
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PART II. Special Cases By Document Category 
There are many borderline cases between two possible labels, and we need consistent 
labeling for them. Fortunately, many of these cases only occur in one document category, 
such as “Patents” or “Laws and Regulations”, or even in a single collection, such as “Korean 
patents” or “US laws”. Thus we sort these cases by document category, and within a 
category, sometimes by collections. We start with those document categories that have the 
most standardized formats, and thus the fewest decision rules to remember. 

Within each document category or collection, we sort subsections as follows: 

• We first handle labels that may cause difficulties essentially in the same order as in 
Section 3, i.e., Text, Picture, Caption, etc. However, when you are hesitating between 
two labels, such as List vs. Table, you may need to look in both places. 

• Next we consider Title pages, which are often particularly difficult. 

• If the collection has other special pages, such as Tables of Content, Indices or Final 
pages, we consider those at the end. 

5 Laws and Regulations 
Laws of a particular country typically have a predefined format, i.e., they all look more or 
less the same. Thus we split this section by document collection. A collection usually 
corresponds to a country, but may also be a subgroup of regulations, here the FAA 
regulations separately from primary US laws. 

5.1 US Laws 

5.1.1 Text 
US-laws have mostly numbered paragraphs, but they are indented instead of hanging, i.e., 
the first line starts further right than the following lines. Thus they must be labeled as Text. 
Most of the following examples come from one page.7 

 
Splitting the text into paragraph clusters can be a little tricky when one comes back from a 
deeper-nested level to a less deep level. In the example above, see the return from the 
paragraph starting “(2) …” to the paragraph starting “(b) …”: The lines starting “2019” and 

 
7 6ae6f4978a1650f6d2c5f034f0da93ed399b471b913103311a64acb60a3a8e89 
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“(b)” start at the same indent. One can see from the lower indent in the line “of section … ” 
and the shortness of line “2019 …” that a new paragraph started with “(b)”. 

There are also many short side-bars, which count as Text, e.g., here with 1 line each: 

 
Or here with a 2-line cluster: 

 

5.1.2 Page-header 
US laws have relatively large page headers. If one sees only 1 page, one may think they are 
section headers, but they repeat on every page and contain a page number (here “1021”). 

 

5.1.3 Section-header 
Section-headers are easy to see, only it is sometimes not clear how many clusters there 
should be:8 

 
These are probably 3 levels of sections starting, but as the distance between the first and 
second line is as large as between the second and third line, we make 1 cluster per line. 

5.1.4 None 
Most pages in US laws have spurious cells at the bottom, which should remain “None”: 

 
 

8 Page 744172015c62e664ec889072cd71bf225b1579eacfb0fda17bd72a71e28c9e12 
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5.1.5 US Law Title Pages 
US law title pages are special in the way that what looks like a title is “An Act” and always 
the same. Hence we make both this and the law number above it part of the “Title” cluster.9  

The most interesting short description of the document is the very small text below “An 
Act”, and as humans we might call that a title, but given that it is so small, we cannot train 
our AI to recognize it as a title, hence we make it “Text”. 

 

5.1.6 US Law Table of Contents 
Some of the longer laws have a table of contents. It starts directly on the title page, and 
looks as in the following example. 10 As the 2-line paragraphs are hanging, we also make the 
1-line paragraphs List-items. 

 

 
9 Page 2e30cae45be5c9d68de36dd8a2408e141416d8ff0c9fef4c7f2adcc9c3f4e673 
10 Page 7cc098303bad59616e8c42807b0240c21d29fcbf4844451ccd9434e1d56c04f5 
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5.1.7 US Law Final Pages 
US laws do not have a complete final page, but a specific footnote-like structure at the end. 
We indeed label that as several “Footnote” clusters. The circle under them is in a page-
number position and becomes “Page-footer”.11 

 

5.2 British Laws (Collection “gb_laws”) 

5.2.1 Text and List-items 
British laws have numbered paragraphs throughout. Some levels are hanging, others not, as 
you see in the following example:12 

 
The outermost two levels (one paragraph starting “6.—” and those starting “(3)” etc. are 
indented and thus “Text”, the inner two levels hanging and thus “List-item”. 

5.2.2 Section-header 
Certain Section-headers are broken into two widely separated lines with different formats, 
so we make them 2 clusters, like “PART 4” and its text here:13 

 
11 Page 7704a0e93c941c3732ef2d62d78cc06c49acd05b5aa08548473a60194324b482 
12 Page a46ffd3e5349b8848a789a351bdc524bffcb80f07c6c362b371232f02fcacc62 
13 Page 58c0b15b3f381588ce25d3537aec5ffd1e95b0439e0930386e8c5a7e45b6aa1a 
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5.2.3 British Law Title Pages 
British law front pages have several elements where the decision is difficult. We decided as 
in the following page:14 

• The title is all the lines in the same large font, including the law number. Because of 
the large gaps, we make it four Title clusters. 

• The top part between two horizontal lines is considered a Page-header. (In particular 
as it repeats across all laws, which you can’t see from just one page.) 

• The dates with the large gaps are considered a table, but in this law there is a third 
line not fitting that, so that has to become Text.  

• “Part I” and “Introductory” might belong together, but on different lines with 
different fonts, two separate clusters are better. 

 
 

 
14 Page 363e0115b10d4aa2f7b4e4c71ae54bf99233ff91bbc6d28228ec590b739595df 
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5.2.4 British Law Table of Contents 
Some of the longer laws have tables of contents, starting directly on the title page, e.g., 
here:15 

 
All paragraphs numbered 1., 2., … are 1-liners, also on the following page. However, with 
the large distance between the number and the text, we assume that they would be 
hanging if longer (by the first exception from Section 3.9.1), and make them “List-item”.  

We handled the 2-line Section-headers as above. 

There is a second kind of table of content with clear List-items like this:16 

 

5.2.5 British Law Final Pages 
British laws typically have an almost empty final page with this lower part:17 

 

 
15 Page 77b1ee64a8471505ce0fb901e0fb146fdb1d7f76c5b8e0eda260a3bbd940bb12 
16 Page 5f42e6272ae84dbad0cba7e220f679fe333321ceaca4bac6f4a6f0809f2298c2 
17 Page 72a24f978cee30eb3cfc2d0349463eb4889f1aa97f8ce110f3c9f00d462fae58 
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5.3 German Laws 

5.3.1 Section-header 
In German laws, certain Section-headers are broken into 2 lines although the first line is not 
completely filled. You can recognize this in the next example even if you don’t speak 
German: There is a Section 5 with its name on the next line (same font, both bold, close 
together), and within that, there is a paragraph 23. Thus we make 2 Section-headers:18 

 

5.3.2 Table 
There are some large tables in German laws, recognizable by clear gridlines.19 

 
 

We are not aware of Captions; the tables we saw were under normal Section-headers:20 

 

 
18 Page 1c01afeef57bc78652a1791da7ae51c4b3c33c9a50db255fcbf0657fb369468c 
19 Page c8d39b3d6b79ae0cc176c747d68ca9e2c636b7d06cc9c736f870fc3b27931137 
20 Page 93ad52537c360b58167932153c42715fda4af7d01e64ea596870f2e349c4f764 
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5.3.3 List-item 
There are many list-like paragraphs in German laws. They are treated by the rules from 
Section 3.9, but you will quickly recognize repeating major types. 

5.3.3.1 Single-Line Paragraphs 

Recall that for single-line paragraphs that might be Text or List-item, you can compare with 
neighboring paragraphs. E.g., you see this:21 

 
Or this: 

 
You may guess by the white space that the second may be hanging and the first not. But it 
becomes really clear when you look at the entire lists, and see the non-hanging items (4a) 
and (5) in the same list as (6), and the hanging items 1. … and 3. … in the same list as 2. 

 

 
21 Page cfa3052ff79548db033e28ff2b9596d075673d4fc4c23dd027ec9ac42c7f28a2 
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5.3.4 List-like with Third Column: Table 
German laws contain several mixtures of List and Table like this:22 

 
There are no gridlines, and the start of each line is as for list items, but there is a third 
column, here with minutes in the first list, and with percentages in the second list. We 
decided to use “Table” In these cases. 

5.3.5 German Law Title Pages 
In German laws, the Title is quite clear. Then some standard front-matter follows that is only 
“Text”, until “Fußnote” as a first small Section-header. From then on, various material can 
follow, here normal Section-headers and Texts.23 

 

 
22 Page e59e26d609c2ababb27898bc8a24d659d69120c9ebcd1d0bff21d8ed370e35bc 
23 Page f6701f4148263a549b115a787ee40a082e5034b5898687535a78d544aa462fdd 
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5.3.6 German Law Table of Contents 
Some longer laws have a Table of Contents starting on the title page, e.g., like this:24 

 
This is an example of a list with only 1-line items, but with the wide space after “§ 1” etc. it 
looks like it would wrap to a hanging shape if any item were longer. 

5.4 Philippine Laws 

5.4.1 Section-header 
Philippine laws often have Section-headers as in the following example:25  

 
Presumably “Transitory and Final Provisions” is the header text of “CHAPTER IX”, but it is 
smaller and at significant distance, so by the rule “what it looks like”, we make 2 separate 
clusters. 

5.4.2 List-item 
If some items in the middle of a list are 1-liners and therefore don’t get the hanging shape, 
but they clearly belong to the same list, we also make them List-items:26 

 

 
24 Page adf02361b033556cf2ff8a25c0f5bc99efd6333eb7ffa09628447cec6131f28f 
25 Page b42a6bdacea139084d89a376c9bd8bea55b150f26a221ae056d13d1065217bbb 
26 Page f6e37bbd6073dcf988060349176af2adf7a7b08b741e494ba43c35d35a1f493a 
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5.4.3 Philippine Law Title Pages 
For the Philippine laws, we mostly have scanned pages. In the following page, the text boxes 
have been recognized quite well though.27 

We struggled a bit with this. “Congress of the Philippines” is largest, but it’s really the 
authoring body of all Philippine laws and not a characteristic title. Hence we added the next-
largest elements, which help to identify this law uniquely. With “AN ACT STRENGTHENING 
…” we decided on Section-header, as it is still larger than the rest and an important 
introduction.  

 
 

 
27 Page ccc9a9470208ac0088f4316f84244942b28318707cfb067780a0bc7183c7ce58 
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5.5 Botswana Laws 

5.5.1 Botswana Law Title Pages 
We did not find a uniform collection of laws for Botswana, but only the constitution and 
certain guidelines and audit reports, of which we selected a few. We show the title page of 
an audit report.28 

 

5.6 Russian Laws 
Russian laws are largely textual and do not expose specific annotation problems. 

 
28 Page 420184eeeb37513e7f35bcf26d9a0e883b4d382f948da29493461829d90e6fb5 
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5.6.1 Tables where Gridlines End Early 
In Russian laws, there are several tables where the gridlines end early, but the text 
continues in the same columns. We make such text part of the Table anyway, as in the 
following example.29 

 

 
29 Page af7fe892efca8b2ad2f0ebfd061cc359f075ec1c43d197d57ac2fa707c6a5316 
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5.6.2 Russian Law Title Pages 
The documents in our Russian laws collection seems to be at different levels, with distinct 
title pages. The following is a regulation, not a law.30 As in other countries’ laws, a problem 
is that the largest two lines are standard, not about the specific regulation. The more 
characteristic parts are the date and number in normal Text format, and the bold-faced text 
starting “O подписании”. We compromised by making the latter a Section-header. 

  

5.7 Chinese Laws 
Normal pages of Chinese laws do not pose any specific challenges. 

 
30 Page c5a84ac02931ca16cfc165f81eae4ce7e80c97bdff2509636983862ebf4bf7b1 
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5.7.1 Chinese Law Title Pages 
For the following Chinese law title page, we had to rely on what it looks like.31 

 
 

 
31 Page b716a453086387f1b4df40ba1d68d0b91432d4a96f9c12ce271afde52536f290 
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5.7.2 Chinese Law Table of Contents 
The following Chinese law title page contain a Table of Content.32 It looked like the apple-
and-orange list example with only 1-line items, but significant distances from an identifier to 
main text, so we decided on List-items. 

 

5.8 Japanese Laws 

5.8.1 Japanese Law Title Pages 
In the collection “Japanese laws”, we have original versions, English translations, and inline 
translations. We show the first half-page of one law in all 3 versions.33 

 

 
32 Page 44173ee2d452b91862f8e5efcd09b5379094fa6ae171208a59b362aafc022aa5 
33 Page 7670ad7ef97e848a3b134cf19d11a405b365f3e41dce8af8efcfb4346897027e 
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5.9 FAA Regulations 
The FAA regulations are US aviation regulations. Their formats differ much more than those 
of higher-level laws, so for some borderline cases you may also look in Section 8 on free-
form documents.  

5.9.1 FAA Regulation Title Pages 
In the first example, the main title is clear, but we had to decide what to do with the subtitle 
“Official Guide …”. As we only use rectangles, it seemed best to include it in the title.34 

 
 

 
34 Page 1847bb014d5e26b0b609e2fe8dbf14f43f239722de605b4fe34dfd94ef7e5acc 
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In the second example, a decision was whether to still consider “Pilot’s Manual” as a part of 
the title, as it is a little smaller. We decided on yes as it is only a little smaller, but on 2 
clusters because of the lines in between, while the even smaller “Goodyear …” below is 
similar to an authors line and thus Text.35 

 

6 Patents 

6.1 US Patents 

6.1.1 Caption-like Text Continues after Table Line: Part of Table 
Multiple patents contain tables starting like this:36  

 
Semantically, the two text lines after the first horizontal bar are caption text. However, 
“what it looks like” is that the table starts at this first horizontal bar, and only “TABLE 3” is 
the Caption, so that’s how it should be labeled.  

 
35 Page 96e7b57ddebc5fb55960335e6771f4d948532830c02dcf445e27a2864333a189 
36 Page 3fa4629199eaa5384f20c778af522b758721f68d3cb17f1e34e4bfb6345d0781 
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6.1.2 Rich Chemical Formulas: Pictures 
In particular our patent collections contain a lot of what’s termed as a “formula” in 
chemistry, but they represent molecules or functional groups. We need to treat them as 
“Picture” because of their graphical appearance. 

The case is clear when the graphics are large like this:37 

 
 

It is also rather clear in the following medium-sized example – it would be impossible to 
read this aloud as a text.38 Note how we included the “Formula number” “(II)” with the 
Picture, like we do with formulas. 

 
 

Multiple such molecule drawings may occur directly after each other. If they 

• have different numbers, like “(VI)” and “(VII)” below, 

• are not connected with any lines,  

• and one can draw separate rectangles around them, 

 
37 Page b94fd02b3b81630b1b5cd1da2261717a8b48a6cd424ea78c23f4afd857a6c75b 
38 Page 3800b8220f648e029bb45d9b5c904fcb56ab4ad57209b042f31f99ed2d36d957 
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then they should be different Picture clusters, like here:39 

 
If there are no numbers or other text in between, and the drawings are close together, then 
make them one large picture, like here:40 

 
 

Tiny chemical formulas without branches, circles etc. should instead be labelled as a regular 
“Formula”, as there is nothing in it that “looks like” a molecule drawing. Example here:41  

 
 

 
39 Page 8505d24049fa6dac0e4c8f2ba3d651077eb38258d96f5b8c0f6d71af11651e19 
40 Page fc05b99d801b32c85054052b1942beca175dd49539ffb9909c03857144e6ff79 
41 Page 3800b8220f648e029bb45d9b5c904fcb56ab4ad57209b042f31f99ed2d36d957 
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6.1.3 Column header: Also a Page-header 
In many patents, the columns also have numbers, similar to page numbers. We also label 
these as Page-headers.42 

 

6.1.4 Line Numbering: None 
Many patents contain line numbers. As they don’t really belong to the text, nor make sense 
for any other label, we keep those labelled as “None”, e.g., here:43 

 
If the text cells are wrongly parsed, so that a line number cannot be separated from a line, 
then the best solution would be NOT to submit, but report an error, e.g., here for the 3rd of 
the numbers: 

 
As a compromise: If a page has at most 2 paragraphs that merge in the line numbers, then 
we submit the page and make an error report, with a note “line numbers joined”. 

 
42 Page c9fa1f9ba53d0401f478d10a05d6778184bac5de7df64534379a2a30a7695bfd 
43 Page c9fa1f9ba53d0401f478d10a05d6778184bac5de7df64534379a2a30a7695bfd 
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6.1.5 US Patent Title Pages 
US Patents have complex title pages with a lot of meta-information about the patent. 
Fortunately, this is similar across most patents. Here is an example page.44 Decisions are 
explained below. 

 
• Clearly, “United State Patents” gets label “Title”. However, it is the same for all US 

patents, and the main identifying information is the Patent No. and “NEGATIVE 
RESIST …”. Thus we also make these paragraphs “Title”, and those in between with 
the same font size. 

• There are several slightly untidy tables; we still made them “Table”. 

• In the area starting “(71) Applicant …” the multiline paragraphs are hanging, i.e., 
“List-item”. We made related 1-line paragraphs “List-items” too, as they are in the 
same list and look like they’d also become hanging if they were longer. 

• However, those paragraphs where the main part is centered, like “Prior Publication 
Data”, instead of starting where the text of the list items starts, were choose 
“Section-header”.  

• “12 Claims, No Drawings” does not really head anything, but it looks so much like a 
section-header on this page that we took the “label it as it looks” rule and made it 
“Section-header” too. 

 
44 Page 2cdd7147e85a2def39d461bf7181c4f6427b85d19f5b64bb7af80c59e5bcca5d 
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We show a second example so that one can see how the elements repeat.45 Only here the 
meta-data were shorter, so that a real Picture fitted on the bottom of the page. 

 
 

For a patent application (not yet a patent), the only difference is that “United States Patent 
Application” is a 2-line cluster:46 

 
 

An older patent from 1973 had a different title section.47 

 
 

45 Page fc9fa610cef285c716ac466074a4016bad0d939f6513bd7b06d938b332477e6f 
46 Page 114768943e115fe05e8ff04b825b13adea5538af99f9e62b8efd6b8ca7211eb5 
47 Page 350329bd01f5f2ef9fcec1d7a5eabd983f56940f7aa0867965e9000b6fb1c8ff 
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6.2 WIPO Patents 

6.2.1 WIPO Patent Title Pages 
For WIPO patents, similar considerations as for US patens apply, as shown in the next 
page:48 

 
• The patent number is significantly larger than any other text, so we made this the 

sole “Title”. 

• The meta-data between the 2 horizontal lines seem to be hanging whenever they 
have more than 1 line, so we made them all “List-item”.  

• However, where a part of such an item is geometrically too far from the start to be 
part of the same cluster, e.g., in a separate line and on the right, or the second 
column, this is “Text”. 

• I would have preferred not to make “PCT” part of the world-picture, but there was 
no text box. We might watch once we have more WO-patents whether that is always 
the case. 

7 Scientific Articles 
Scientific articles do not have one single format, but there are many conventions that make 
them easier to annotate than some other document categories. You will already be aware of 

 
48 Page 684a4458ab643f303f95edc9f1e8b3257205c8f7dce31cdf4a4fd609d74fbcf9 
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most of them from the common part of these guidelines. Only a few special cases follow 
here. 

7.1 Section-header vs. List-item 
In the following example, “Section-header” is used.49 It may look superficially like a list, but 
as there is always a line break after the first line (like after “Brightness Temperature”), such 
a line is a paragraph by itself and not hanging. Then its bold font makes it a section header. 

 

7.2 Formula 

7.2.1 Number on Separate Line 
If a formula number got squeezed into an extra line, it still belongs to the formula: 

 
49 Page b7508cfbaa6ac3e79de7bd94c057d0171aac7eeb62a49354926e853de4b92261 
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7.2.2 Several Numbers in Multi-Line Formula  
In the following example, logically the second line still belongs to the same formula, because 
it is preceded with the “≈” sign; however, there are two formula numbers “(7)” and “(8)”. For 
follow-on processing, it would be good to treat this as one formula. 

 

7.3 List-item 
Scientific articles only contain few lists in the main text, and those are usually easy to treat 
with our general list rule.  

7.3.1 Lists with Missed Hanging Shape: Error 
The step that produces the black boxes from the original PDF is also an AI system. It 
sometimes misses list identifiers, as in the following example. Thus the black boxes don’t 
look hanging, while the real text is. This should be reported as an error, and not submitted. 
(Because the AI system will see it as on the left, but you cannot draw the correct List-item 
rectangles.) 

 

7.3.2 Citations: Treat with the Normal List Rules 
Almost all scientific articles have references (citations) at the end (or before an appendix). 
We also treat those with the general list rules. A few examples follow, first three with the 
hanging shape: 
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Correspondingly, if the individual references are not hanging, they are labeled “Text”: 
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7.3.3 Continuation of List-item at Top of Page: Text 
Sometimes a page starts with the end of a paragraph that was likely a list item, like the small 
line “AJ …” in the following example:50

 
Although one can guess here that it is the end of another list item, it could also be the end 
of an inner paragraph in a list item. By “what it looks like”, it is therefore Text, and so is the 
(partial) paragraph in the right column. 

7.4 Scientific Title Pages 
In scientific articles, the title is typically at the top of the first page (except potentially for a 
small Page-header) and large, and followed by authors, as in the following two examples. 
The authors do not belong to the title. 

 

 
 

Our next example has a large distance between the two Title lines.51 Nevertheless, they are 
a single Title cluster. The affiliations (addresses) of the authors are normal Footnotes, and 
we have an example of a sideways Page-header. 

 

 
50 Page a7bdbfee9caf9f6439a572334b217a5e88633ab36128ebb7aabb917363225ac1 
51 Page f09f2d1e43da93c41d87cb02e543946ef8d9eeeb83614b2a648ff5b81e039779 
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In the following page, we had to decide how many clusters to make among the authors and 
their affiliations (addresses). If authors are on one line, and affiliations on other lines, we 
separate those. Furthermore, as the 4 affiliations are written like footnotes (starting with 
little numbers), we made one cluster for each address.52 

 

 
52 Page 6609d3406660851312dd62c22f14abdb5ef38b37c1c8b2acfa5247eca0f36daf 
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In the third example, the addresses are in a footnote position and small font, even though 
they don’t have the typical little footnote start symbols.53 

 
In another example, the authors are separate with their own addresses, plus footnotes 
about them.54 

 

 
53 Page 782a1ae514a3e2b15668008fdaa49c8018e2275068e38075d1532e2731bd2f3a 
54 Page 09e412156cf7772081d0031050906b1d35ce690c823364d5e5c7dfde5bc0d0a3 
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Now just the top part of a title page where abstract and keywords have Section-headers: 

 
 

Some title pages have a date after the addresses. That should be split from the addresses 
too, in particular if it is in a different font, like here:55 

 

 
55 Page fa4424c991ae8acf1e9710bea108ea33e22d45c394b4e1db5af8d884af24f860 
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Finally, a page where authors are written so far apart within a line that it’s worth giving each 
author a separate cluster, plus a cluster for the address.56 

 

8 Free-form Document Categories: Financial Reports, 
Manuals, and Government Tenders 

8.1 Text 

8.1.1 Slightly Emphasized Text after Section-header: Text 
Some section headers, in particular in company reports, are followed by an introductory 
statement in color or in bold, like “Merchant Energy …” here:57 

 
56 From another collection. 
57 Page e8ed6c775a7996a78f1cf70956706a4fd72bb94c30df50ed894e573994918e9b 
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This is nevertheless only “Text”, because it is clearly not a part of the Section-header, and it 
is also not heading a subsection.  

In the following example, by its meaning the text “to the Fifth Edition” belongs to “Preface”, 
but it is so much smaller that by “what it looks like” it does not belong to the Section-
header. Then it is just Text, because it does not introduce a subsection. 58 

 
 

8.1.2 Text Flowing around a Picture  
When text flows around a picture, you are constrained to build non-overlapping clusters. 
Break the logical paragraphs into the most reasonable rectangles as clusters (i.e., keeping 
lines intact). Here is an example with two paragraphs, broken into 4 clusters: 

 

 
58 Page 8c5c21bb9acec37f2f540d3fc19e55e7cd88f9034ed863369e52b2b2c9e2a206 
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Exception: If there is only a small graphical element, not an actual figure, then instead make 
it part of the text, like below:  

 
In the following example, the round picture would produce a Picture cluster that overlaps 
the text, so we had to omit it.59 Then also what looked like a Caption for that picture (short 
text outside the normal text flow, different style) can’t be a Caption, because there is no 
picture any more. Actually, it might be better not to submit such a page at all. 

 

8.1.3 Text in Boxes 
Usually, if there is a box around text (only one, not a table with many boxes), it remains just 
Text. This is usually a way to highlight certain text.60 

 
59 Page ebf8858be842f76c6b83b62dd035204113c0246db889fde90098c8cbb40e5382 
60 Page ad5317e53fa047c316fb5848e58db01edc0d806a463d0592866f73d60b2d5ad8 
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8.1.4 Text Boxes as Pictures: Don’t Submit 
We have an example document (about improving in English) where text in boxes serves as 
examples; it does not belong to the main text flow, e.g., on this page:61  

 

 
61 Page 925b8c73c012936f497d6c7b35a6a8db55164c693324c34480144dc1a903a8b8 
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From “what it looks like” the part in the boxes is “Text”, and underneath there a Captions. 
However, we also have a rule that a Caption should belong to 1 Picture or Table. As we can’t 
fulfil all our rules, it is best to report a problem with “I am unsure how to label this page”. 

The following example shows bullet items, with intermediate headings and lists, but it has a 
Figure-caption. Also, no black cells were recognized, so you cannot annotate the text. Such a 
case should be reported as an error, and not be submitted. 

 

8.1.5 Not-hanging Multi-column Lists: Text 
Most Redbooks contain a list of trademarks or other products mentioned, formatted like 
this: 

 
While it looks a bit like a table, we select “Text” because this is just a list. Which trademarks 
end up in the same row is meaningless, so there is not really a row-and-column structure. 

8.1.6 Code: Text, except if very Tabular 
Some computer-related manuals, e.g., in the collection “Redbooks”,  contain a lot of code. 
Usually, this is annotated as “Text”, see Section 3.1.9. 

Only when computer output is in table format with proper column headers and rows of 
related information, we use Table, e.g., here:62 

 
62 Page f4da878e1ce12eb36ffc2f396be12db3416ba34d4083f65960addb4dcfdc88f5 
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This is really a table, with column headers “stat_name” etc., and then 3 numbers belonging 
to each of those stat_names. We don’t worry that the font is a typical computer font and 
the caption says “Example” instead of “Table”. 

8.1.7 Diagonal Text over a Page 
In particular in the Bavarian tender collection, there are documents with diagonal text over 
them, saying things like “Draft” or “Cannot be submitted electronically”. Initially such a page 
looks like this:63 

 
Currently this cannot be properly labeled. You have to report a problem as follows: 

 

8.1.8 Wrong Text that Can Still be Labeled 
In general, if one sees wrong text boxes, it is good to report the error. Often, one can also 
not label the page, but sometimes one can: 

 
63 Page f481e35c94c07a2bb825079fcec2d61bbb59371af36dbfff1135207250293ec6 
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• If the error is in a Picture or Table, because there you can draw the cluster 
independently of the text boxes. 

• If a middle part in a cluster is missing, so that you can still get the cluster shape you 
want. Here is an example:64 

 
You have to be rather careful in this example not to include the green and yellow star. The 
correct box looks like this: 

 

8.2 Picture 

8.2.1 Multiple Small Pictures 
On pages with many small pictures and text, one can wonder if the overall group is a picture 
or table, or each part is a separate cluster. Scientific articles usually have clear captions to 
resolve this, but other documents often don’t.  

We try to go by a similar rule: If there is text between the pictures, or each picture has its 
own accompanying text on the side, then we make several pictures. Whereas if they are 
close together without separate texts, we make them one picture.  

First we show an example with separate Picture and Text clusters: 

 
In the next example, we make only one picture, because there is no separate text, and the 
two photographs look as if they belong together.65 One could imagine a joint caption 
“Wrong and correct riding clothes” for them. 

 
64 Page 06c327a755df058276b089462aad1664e5626c98a819b06475d3c383899ac9fb 
65 Page 3b1baa5fe926d467a2de593125d2958eba4d805eb9974ad0b9a36b7323ae5b24 
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For more chaotic interleaving, one large picture is better, e.g., here (where there are even 
additional lines in the intermediate spaces):66  

 

8.2.2 Background Images behind Text 
Sometimes you cannot create both a “Text” cluster and a “Picture” cluster without overlaps. 
In such a case:   

• If the text is the key information, and there is just some highlighting, or a general picture 
in weak colors in the background, then use appropriate clusters like “Text” or “Section-
header” and ignore the picture. 

 
66 Page 51337b1626f3c40af8ac85c6959f7f5aea7ba4d7bf1388a8b14ed2c6e8909f78 
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• Do not annotate parts of a background picture – if the entire picture overlaps with 
important text, then also don’t annotate any picture parts outside the overlap. 

Below is an example of such a page: 

 

 
More examples are under “Title Pages”. 

If you find text or other elements that you cannot annotate (e.g., no cell is present), please 
use the “Report error” feature in the lower right corner. If the problem is only minor, then 
submit the page anyway, while if it concerns the title itself or other large text, do not submit 
the page. 

8.2.3 Logos 
Logos are treated as what they primarily look like. This can be “Text” or “Picture”, or “Page-
header” or “Page-footer” if they are in those positions. 

The first example is best labeled “Text”, because there are mainly letters. (Or “Page-footer” 
if at the bottom of a normal page.) 

 
In the next example, the logos are pictorial. This is the top of a title page, and the text and 
logos describe the three authoring organizations. 
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Many logos spread around on a page without order (e.g., “all our partners”) better become 
one big Picture: 

 
 

If there is no text cell for the logo, and this is only in a Page-header (in contrast to a title 
page where we really want to know the company name), then making it a Picture is OK, like 
here: 

 
This is better than just omitting the logo, because there clearly is something that our image-
based AI will see. 

Tiny logos in a Page-header or Page-footer position that don’t fit inside the text of that 
header are better ignored, like here under a Page-footer:67 

 
As a rule, one might say: Only make Picture clusters if the picture is taller than 2 rows of 
normal text (not inline). 

8.2.4 Signatures 
Company reports and contracts often contain signatures. We treat these as Pictures, and 
the printed name under them as Caption for them, wherever possible. Here an example: 

 
In the second example, the signature reaches into the text, but we still decided that the 
separation was possible: 

 
67 Page 5c82776fc48f15a55f76534a899b3cd64d5c320d3ad2f8604162306b592f267c 
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8.2.5 “Irrelevant Pictures”: Still Pictures 
Something that looks like a picture should be annotated as a Picture, unless it conflicts with 
foreground text. In particular this may apply for pictures on title pages of enterprise 
documents. 

The following example is the second page of a document and without text, and might not be 
very important, but as you cannot know that, you should annotate it as two Picture clusters: 
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8.2.6 Table in Picture 
If there is a table in a picture, one has to decide if the picture aspect or the table aspect is 
more important. In the following example, we decide for Picture for these reasons:68 

• There is interesting text in the picture beyond that of the table, and it may be 
needed to understand the table. 

• That text would be hard to annotate piece-by-piece. 

• There is a single caption for the entire picture. 

 

8.3 Caption (or Not?) 
In scientific articles, captions are usually easy to recognize by their label “Figure 3: …” or 
“Table 5: …”, but in the document categories we are considering here it is more difficult. 

8.3.1 Indicators of Captions 
Key indicators for captions without label are: 

• A kind of name for a Picture or Table (as you might know it from newspapers too). 

• Not in the normal text flow. 

• Different style than normal text. 

• Only 1 per Picture or Table. 

 
68 Page 109d5f22725c5776e14226eded14f3dc9b98a31064cf0618b37db16aa681c026 
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8.3.2 Special-looking Paragraph near Picture or Table: Caption 
The following example contains two Pictures.69  

• The legend of the graphic belongs inside the “Picture” cluster, as it explains the 
differently colored lines. 

• The text above the graphic is quite clearly a kind of header for that picture, thus 
“Caption”.  

• The text under the upper picture is a bit more doubtful. It would clearly be a Caption 
if it said “Our CEO xyz”. But while it has contents that could also be a sidebar (and 
thus “Text”), here it seems to belong to the picture and has similar coloring as the 
clear caption below. Thus we decided on “Caption”.  

 

8.3.3 Normal-looking Paragraph near Picture or Table: Text 
If the text looks like any other text, then even if it clearly introduces a picture (e.g., with a 
colon), we keep it as “Text”, e.g., here:70 

 

 
69 Page e3f7d52143efc9bc60eef8080235457fc7f95abc06fa1b13915468ef262785c1 
70 Page 0a99340a323a266edc4baf8e28d195cfdb4903b0d0a855b924d52f80ccb5358f 
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In the next example, “Text” is clear for the paragraph above the table, because this 
paragraph looks like the 2 Text paragraphs before, is rather long, does not start “Table x” 
and doesn’t even mention the table a lot. 

 
 

In the following example, one might be confused what is the correct caption, as both texts 
above and below the figure start “Figure 3-5”. However the text above has the same font as 
the longer paragraphs before and is a full sentence, while the text below the figure is in 
italic and no full sentence. Thus only the line below is the Caption. 

 
Another example shows the same principle for a table. 
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8.3.4 Multi-paragraph Caption 
Some captions are longer and contain hard paragraph breaks or indents, which would 
indicate a new paragraph in normal text. However, please still make this only 1 cluster, 
because we prefer to have exactly 1 Caption for each picture or table. In the following 
example, the text “FIGURE 3” in the first line starts a Caption, and then the rest of the text 
up to the picture must also belong to this Caption. 

 

8.3.5 Additional Context for Pictures or Tables: Not a Second Caption 
Some pictures have a caption above, and some notes, or source statement, or footnote-like 
text below. These cannot be a second caption. One has to decide whether to consider it part 
of the Picture or normal Text. In the following example, the notes below the figure look like 
Text, and are not key to understanding the bars in the Picture, so they become Text clusters. 

 
 

The same rules apply for tables. In the following example, the Caption has no start word like 
“Table 6”, but clearly is the caption of this table, i.e., a separate line without a full sentence, 
giving a name to this table. The next line fits well into a multi-line table caption, while the 
text below the table has to become “Text”, as it is not inside the table grid. 
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8.4 Section-header 
Some long documents have major chapters with a separate introductory page. In particular 
this is true in the “Redbooks” collection within the document category “Manuals”. Their 
chapter introduction pages should be labeled as in the following example: 71 

 
Here “1” is the chapter number and “Introduction” the corresponding text. Thus we label 
them both as “Section-header”, but as they are in different styles and far apart, we make 
two separate clusters.  

Similar principles can be applied to other individual manuals or financial reports. 

8.5 Formulas 
Some manuals are technical, but not deeply mathematical. You will not find many formulas, 
but there can be some. For instance, an equality sign may be used to introduce a term or an 
equation, e.g., like this: 

“Availability = Uptime / (Uptime + Downtime)” 

 
71 Page 385982667ac8903f6f0c3b81299a83cfd806315570c0cabd615d9433a5e6aeb3 
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This should be a Formula cluster, as it is on its own line and contains several mathematical 
symbols.  

In contrast, if it would appear only as: 

 Av = Availability, 

you should mark it as “Text”, since it doesn’t look sufficiently formula-like. The exact 
borderline is up to your judgement. 

8.6 Table 

8.6.1 One-column Paragraphs in Table Grid 
In some complex tables, not all rows have the same number of columns. For instance, multi-
column headers are quite common in the first row (before a row with more detailed 
headers per column), and belong to the table.  

In the following two examples, there is text without column structure at the end, but still 
inside the gridlines. So one needs to decide whether one believes the gridlines or the text 
format on where the table ends. 

In the first example, the grid comprises not only the real table with 2 columns, but several 
paragraphs of normal text. 72 Here we stop the table after the 2-column part. 

 

 
72 Page 510f18f8318147c28922afcf11e47d8b01ffccb89e3097c1e8d25a67c7d80c02 
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In the next example, a single last line in the grid is across all columns, and thus also 
somewhat like Text. However, it is kind of a footnote to the table (linked by the “a)”, and 
the add-on to the table is much shorter than in the previous example. So here we still made 
it part of the table, similar as multi-column headers exist.73  

 
If there is more such text than in the second example but less than in the first example, you 
have to use your judgement. 

8.6.2 Glossaries: Usually Table 
A glossary is an explanation of terminology. 

• If it comes within gridlines, it is clearly a table.  

• Below is an example glossary without gridlines. One might consider it a list (hanging 
paragraphs). But typically there are some terms on the left, like “Binary 
classification” here, which wrap around in their invisible table cell. Thus the reading 
order implies that this should be labelled as “Table”, too, here with 2 columns and 4 
rows. 

Bag of words Text representation as an unordered set of its words, but with 
frequencies. 

Balanced In classification, the training set is called balanced if there are 
approximately the same number of examples for each class.  

A very unbalanced training set leads the classifier to prefer the 
majority class too much. E.g., if there are 900 examples of class A, 
and 100 of class B, the simple algorithm that always outputs “A” 
already has 90% accuracy.  

A countermeasure is subsampling. 

BERT The method is usually called by this abbreviation. 

Binary 
classification 

Classification into only 2 classes. In CDRA, primarily the 
classification “risk or not”. 

8.7 List-item 
Actually, most of the following cases are not difficult decisions, but follow from the key rule 
in Section 3.9. Anyway, we provide examples of typical lists and non-lists. 

 
73 Page 700a63afc816281d29a5474119076d589153a026a2d705b893ebd7c8f6e4e4c0 
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8.7.1 Multi-level Lists 
List items of different depth are not distinguished: 

 

8.7.2 Each “Hanging” Line Starts a List-item 
There is not always vertical space between list items, but always every new hanging line 
(here because of a new bullet) starts a new List-item, as in the following example: 

 

8.7.3 Bullets or Numbers Not Needed 
If paragraphs have the hanging shape, then even if they have no list-identifiers (bullets, 
numbers etc.), they are List-items. 
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8.7.4 Normal Paragraphs Inside a List Item: Text 
Some documents contain lists with items that are long and have internal paragraphs. As 
those internal paragraphs are not hanging, they become “Text”, e.g., here the additional 
paragraphs in item 6
 

  

8.8 Page-header 

8.8.1 Very Large Page-header can become Section-header 
In the following example, hopefully only in this one document, the header of each section is 
repeated in the same large font on each column in that section.74 You can only see from the 
strange start of the next paragraph (“to the release …”) that this can’t really be a section 
start. By “what it looks like”, we make this a Section-header. 

 

8.9 Title Pages 
Title pages in company reports, manuals etc. come in great variety, so we can only provide 
general rules and a few examples. 

Wherever possible, one or more “Title” clusters should be identified with the title of the 
document, and possibly other information that is key to identify the document, or is also 
very large. One has to balance “what it looks like” with the meaning of the text elements. 
Thus if a company name is much larger than the real title of a document, we make them 
both “Title”. With financial reports, the company is also really important, because otherwise 
the documents from many companies would have the same title “Annual Report” or 
“Annual Report 2019”. 

Only use “Section-header” on a title page if real text starts on that page and is headed by 
this header. Otherwise decide between “Title” and “Text”. This is because a Section-header 
should typically be above something else, which it introduces. 

 
74 Page 4ed449ade591d365e986d46091ee707d2f5fa6b08374c5da8087da667fd3a148 
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8.9.1 Title Pages with Mostly Text 
If there is mostly normal text, recognized as text boxes, similar rules hold as for scientific 
articles: The overall title is “Title”, while authors, addresses, dates etc. are “Text”. What 
might need decisions is whether a smaller subtitle still belongs to the title. If it is closely 
linked to the title, relatively large, and seems important as part of the title, then making it 
part of the title seems useful, like here:75 

 

 
75 Page 4b1acce9c1b3114de9948591a490657f9d09becc5383d23cdfaf38333b263500 
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8.9.2 Text in Unusual Orientation 
In the following page76, one can select the text, and it seems to actually contain the letters. 
However, from a geometric point of view, a whole-page picture would seem more plausible. 

 
 

 
76 Page 1b93e3948e7f429a8a165d06016d72ac362400d1c2cd1aae94b47f80c5d65757 
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8.9.3 Manuals 

8.9.3.1 Redbook Title Pages 

Within the document category “Manuals”, we have a special collection “Redbooks”. 
Redbooks all have rather similar formats. Hence we can make precise rules how to label 
their title pages. 

First we show a title page of a very short Redbook (sometimes also called Redpaper).77 

 

 
77 Page bf2e78472a59d72a6dbd9177e2096b0e0698becf8d24a49d4049b8385cd20243 
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The next example belongs to a real book:78 

 
 

These large redbooks often have additional standardized pages at the front: An empty page 
2, then a page with this top part:  

 
We use “Text” also for the bold middle part, because it is a repetition of the book title, not 
heading a certain section of the book. Similarly, we use Text at the bottom of page 4: 

 
 

 
78 Page 4b26bd9c094a0dd14f3a291588b2669557977eefdfcfff4da23a2e93a528d1e2 
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Our third example has a different background picture, and this one cannot be annotated 
without overlapping the text, so we have to leave it out:79 

 
Another difference here is that the authors are so close together that we made them 1 Text 
cluster only. 

8.9.4 Government Tenders 

8.9.4.1 Title Pages of EU Tenders 

Tenders are requests for services, from small service like a cleaning service for a building to 
huge services like building an airport. It is also useful to know that one tender often contains 
many documents. The first documents may have large title pages, while appendices look 
more like chapters. However, as they are separate documents, we also give them a Title. 

European tenders come in various formats, but there are similarities within each agency. 
We show examples from several agencies. 

 
79 Page 7987fabe63db6ed75290a16c4149bb5c9caa0bf4c2117ef7bcd2cc0e1ef71ac4 
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8.9.4.1.1 ECHA 

In the first example, all the text on the title page is in the same format. The real title is only 
the 3 lines starting “Title:”. We decided to give everything in the same grey box the label 
“Title”.80 

 

8.9.4.1.2 EIB 

A relatively clear page: Everything is large and seems key as the title.81 

 
80 Page 84e8928a907a1d831359f0dbc5a849828e66b81dc1283ddc18faf57fd1ac024d 
81 Page 32153454a310f21211262bf0914ba9bd409cd2d82c412d088a5d76049600a93b 
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8.9.4.1.3 Enisa 

Also the following title page contains a lot of large text. The real title of this document is the 
light-blue “LOT2- …”, while the name of the overall tender it belongs to is the relatively 
small “Development and Support of …”. The number “ENISA F-COD-…” is also characteristic. 
Hence we decided to make this entire area the title.82  

 
 

 
82 Page 26dd3ec6b5f5070d07fe17439cce49e9d5d4dc736d61266109be05e1e79736ed 
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8.9.4.1.4 Title Page of Letter-style Documents 

Some documents in tender packages are formulated as letters, as in the following 
example.83 The subject line fits well as a Title; we did not count the long bold list afterwards 
as title. We considered the date “Text”, while on other pages something in that position 
might be a Page-header. 

 

8.9.4.2 Title Pages of Bavaria Tenders 

Like EU tenders, Bavaria tenders typically consist of multiple documents. One has to find 
reasonable solutions, including one or a few “Title” clusters if at all possible. 

Example:84 

 

8.9.5 Financial Report Title Pages 
In the category “Financial Reports”, we have one collection “sec_filings” with more or less 
fixed format, and two collections “ann_reports…” with free-form, more marketing-oriented 
reports. 

8.9.5.1 SEC Filings  

Title pages of SEC filings are quite full of small information pieces.85 The top lines are always 
the same; the key information for this particular filing is the company name “ALICO, INC”. In 
this case, it is also largest, so it was easy to select it as part of the title. On some other title 
pages it is smaller, but should still be made “Title”. 

 
83 Page 3920ddef794557a9e0de59d50cd18359d0e5b4eecdadcb5abf5a1d642f59d434 
84 Page 8b2871cf1d5a73838fc219b4a66c509e9f43e201026e1cb56fe129a85b77c7d8 
85 Page 32d600b701fe8e5285fde1670e9313b14eefb287daa0c50236378b308d486450 
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8.9.5.2 Free-form Annual Reports 

In our first example of free-form annual reports, “Suncor” is the company, and “Meadow 
Creek East Project” is the title. Both are important, and the company name is larger, so we 
made them both “Title” and the rest “Text”.  

 
 

Many reports have pictures on the title page. If one can draw a picture rectangle around the 
entire picture without overlap with the important title and company name text, then that is 
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good. But do not annotate parts of a picture if another part is behind the text. Two 
examples of that follow: 
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Here another example:  

 
“ESG” is by far largest, but only 3 letters. So we also made the next-largest, more title-like 
text “Sustainable Investing” a title cluster. It would be nicer if “T.RowePrice” were an 
annotatable text cluster (so one should input an error report too, also for the missing 
“Invest with confidence”), but we made it at least a picture, because it is the company name 
and should not get lost.  

In the next example, we did not add “IDC Perspective” to the title (but we had a little 
background knowledge that this is the name of a series of such articles, not the title of the 
individual article). 

 
If you find text or other elements that you cannot annotate (e.g., no cell is present), please 
use the “Report error” feature in the lower right corner. If the problem is only minor, then 
submit the page anyway, while if it concerns the title itself or other large text, do not submit 
the page. 
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8.10 Tables of Content  

8.10.1 Neither Page Numbers nor Lines: List-items 
If tables of content do not have page numbers, then they usually looks like lists, possibly 
with section headers in between. We saw several such examples among the laws above 
already. 

The following example from an annual report is a clear list: There are hanging paragraphs 
pretty much as in any other list.86 

 

8.10.2 With Gridlines between Items: Table 
For the following table of contents, “Table” seemed more suitable because of the complete 
lines between all rows. This seems to be a rare case though. 

 
 

 
86 Page 30b083cac5d434c3aa429de8579e21d9f32d1e232401b5596a76f1a628cd9f4a 
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8.10.3 With a Page Number Column: Usually Table 
Some tables of content have a separate column for page numbers. Then they often look 
more like tables than lists, and we annotate them as such. Some will be only 1 table, others 
have intermediate headers that look like starting a new Table, as in the following example.87 

 
 

Here is another example. In both examples, we use “Section-header” and not “Caption” for 
intermediate larger headings without page numbers.88 

 

 
87 Page ec14c6391233ee882b3a3a7e3ae345b0d64a9e846edcacc89d00d5e24332b4e8 
88 Page 06e4030408cc103a91dc9d5036d2018f54b81cba39adfafa1d9cd811bc302a86 
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In the next example, we decided that the smaller headings like “1 Discovering Grammar” 
were not so large and distanced to justify breaking the table up:89 

 

 
89 Page b8b4379e65d264e08d5d6d9dc3613c4ac7bc11f6e8b33f9acc799e3fea52c1e6 
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8.10.4 Page Number Column, but Deeply Indented: List-items 
In the following example, we hesitated, but decided to treat it as a multi-level list, because 
the hanging paragraphs at various indentation levels optically dominate over the column 
with the page numbers.90  

 
 

You will need to use your judgement between “Table” and “List-item” or “Text”, and in case 
of tables how many tables to make. 

 
90 Page 99a7c31511b8a31f7d065b2f56617f3fcb58b8abf13bb9674b45dbfcebe9afd3 
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8.10.5 Special Case Manuals / Redbooks 
In the rather homogeneous “Redbooks” collection in the “Manuals” category, even the 
“Parts” have page numbers. Thus we consider everything as one “Table”.91 

 

8.10.6 Special Case Financial Reports / SEC Filings 
SEC filings whose table of contents has page numbers usually have the following format: 

 
Here we made 1 Table from everything inside the blue-and-white striping. In tables where 
that is not present, intermediate headers might become Section-headers between several 
smaller tables. 

Some SEC filings have a table of contents without page numbers, which we label like this:92 

 
91 Page fc2f07d017ac559f4fc0096bb11783b3839a3c68dd74aa29b1722720d6a1b48a 
92 Page afc44bff6318df33a3125b55556464fe87becd302af9a4d00afc7e8a85f1de8e 
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8.11 Index Pages 
Long documents, in particular manuals, may have an index near the end, i.e., an 
alphabetical list of keywords with the pages numbers where these words can be found. The 
general rules should be applied as much as possible, similar to how we decided for tables of 
content. 

8.11.1 Redbook Indices 
Specifically for the rather homogenous collection “Redbooks” in the “Manuals” category, we 
decided to use “Text” clusters where the keywords are close together (following Section 
3.1.7), in spite of occasional indentation, as in the following example.93 

 
93 Page 24193e0c5935b64ccaa6e578aefe3b161ed64522b1f03a81ba594e8a0c9e574f 
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8.12 Final Pages 
Long documents often have special final pages. However, among the free-form documents, 
we can only give specific guidance for the almost homogeneous Redbooks collection. 
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8.12.1 Redbook Final Pages 
The last page of many redbooks looks like this, with our labeling standard:94 

 
 

 

 
94 Page fddfbd54501ab1be90dd7ec2a1b12f3db63a9431a478c99a58afd6bf5741d559 


